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Thursday May 09 2013 314 PM

Gilmore Keith FSIS

Turner Rosemary FSIS Masood Khalid FSIS FSIS Sprouls

Dawn FSIS

RE Equine slaughter

Responsible Transportation is making significant progress regarding the construction on their kill floor

Anticipation is the construction process will be completed in 10 days will be going back to the plant

tomorrow Friday May 10th As reported in the NEPA information previously provided Responsible

Transportation will not be discharging any waste into navigational waters Please advise if you have any

questions or need any further information Thanks
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OFO---Verifying Food Safety and Animal Welfare Every bay

CONFIbENTIALITY NOTICE This e-mail including all attachments constitute Federal

Government records and property that is intended only for the use of the individual or entity

to which it is addressed It also may contain information that is privileged confidential or

otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law If the reader of this e-mail

transmission is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering

the transmission to the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination

distribution copying or use of this e-mail or its contents is strictly prohibited If you have

received this e-mail in error please notify the sender by responding to the e-mail and then

delete the e-mail immediately

From Gilmore Keith FSIS

Sent Thursday May 09 2013 614 AM

To McKean Jennifer FSIS Davis Gary FSIS Turner Rosemary FSIS FSIS

Thompson Eric FSIS Clarkson Robert FSIS

Subject Equine slaughter

sis usda QO



We need to get affirmative statements from the DO/OFO regarding whether any of the equine slaughter

grant requestors may have discharge into navigable waters CFR 304.2c1 Also we now want daily

updates on any activities occurring at the plants occurring over the past 24 hours plant visits contacts

communications etc... so if you could email those to me each day even if it is negative would

appreciate it

Keith Gilmore

Executive Associate for Regulatory Operations

210 Walnut St

Room 923

Des Moines IA 50309

15-727-8970

OFO-Verifying food safety and animal welfare every day


